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Hamilton’s LRT

Rapid Ready

In 2013 Hamilton City Council received the Rapid Ready Report. †The Rapid
Ready Report† laid out an aspirational plan to improve transit services for
nearly every area† of the city. † It noted that the de!ciencies in our present
system must be !xed in order to move our transit system to the next level and
take us to a point where we require higher order transit.

Ten Year Transit Strategy

In† 2015 Council approved the 10 Year Transit Strategy which called for the
addition of 100 new busses to be added to our network to !x the de!ciencies
in our system and begin the deployment of the full BLAST network that would
provide enhanced transit services to the entire city. † †The plan also called for
the construction of a new bus storage and maintenance facility to store the
new busses as our present facility is at capacity. † The 10†Year Transit Strategy
was appended to the ask to Metrolinx for funding to build a rapid transit
network†to ensure that if the LRT were ever to be funded that we would have
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Hi Howard, had a chance to look over 
the report. Appreciate the initiative re: 
seeking answers. However, see 
comments below: 
1. Significant organizational issues - 
current layout is erratic and arguments 
are often clumsy/repetitive. Many 
sections could benefit from a 
wholesale re-think/re-write. Suggest 
more thought be given to structure and 
flow to aid the reader and 
conceptualize your arguments. 
2. I  have outlined many areas that can 
be clarif ied, expanded, and ultimately 
improved. Would not suggest 
publishing until  issues addressed. 
3. Several sections imply abdication of 
responsibil ity by cllr.,  is this intended? 
4. Several minor errors in text 
throughout - suggest another 
proofread before publication to correct 
spell ing, grammar, and language. 
5. This work lacks a real summary, 
instead readers are subjected to even 
more questions in the 'concerns' 
section, this time without the 
background information provided for 
other sections. 
6. Ultimately the grand claims made in 
the introduction are not substantiated 
in the text. This report is not nearly as 
comprehensive as it pretends to be, or 
if it  is, it  needs to better cite and 
incorporate more sources. Right now 
there are only a handful of studies 
considered, and on top of that the 
'evidence' looks to be cherry-picked 
for maximum effect rather than to 
present a balanced analysis (much to 
my disappointment, this applies to the 
very small snippets of my work used 
throughout).  
 
The previous Hamiltonian piece 
suffered from this as well - discourse 
would benefit from even a cursory 
examination of the benefits of the 
project rather than attempting to 
dismiss it as the work of 'proponents'. 
Often arguments made are not 
substantiated, based on opinion and 
speculation rather than evidence. 
 
Furthermore, to my mind, the apparent 
lack of comprehension surrounding 
challenges related to growth facing 
Hamilton over next several decades is 
a big flaw. On top of that, this report 
seems premature, with many 
subsections noting that further work is 
required or that more official numbers 
are coming over the summer. Perhaps 
crit ically, this report also claims that 
for LRT to work it must be done 'right', 
but no indication is given as to what 
'r ight' is, what the key lessons are from 
the very few examples cited 
(sometimes with ancient data in 
support), and often, contradictory 
positions appear to be taken 
throughout. 
 
Overall,  this report needs quite a bit of 
work if it is to be ready for public 
consumption. 
 
Happy to help, 
-Chris
LRT is scheduled to begin revenue 
service in 2024 - nearly 10 years. Will  
council close gap?
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the conventional transportation network in place to support it. †By !xing the
de!ciencies in our network we would serve more people, more often,† add
capacity to routes that were already experiencing strain and help increase
ridership.

Hamilton has been looking†at what would be needed to build an LRT and what
we need to do to get ready for that day for over ten years. †Our two former
transit directors both told us that we need to build ridership and solve our
de!cincies before building any†higher order transit.

Hamilton’s LRT

Last year Premiere Kathleen Wynne came to Hamilton to announce†funding for
two transit projects for Hamilton. † A new GO† Rail station was to be built
at†Centennial Rd and one billion dollars would be spent to build an LRT that
would connect McMaster University to the Queenston traf!c circle. † † This
announcement caught many people off guard including many councillors like
myself. †Although funding was provided for the LRT component of Rapid Ready
it ignored the greater need: funding the 10 Year Transit Strategy.

Once the† initial excitement had settled down, my of!ce began looking at
Hamilton’s plan in greater detail. †With a !rm funding commitment the LRT
project was no longer a “what if” scenario, but a potential sure thing. †Many
Councillors including myself never thought we would receive funding for the
B-Line. †After all, the purpose of the Big Move was to reduce congestion and
help people move through the region faster by building better regional (GO)
transportation.

The LRT plan as it stands now really doesn’t address those concerns. †How will
we get people out of their cars and on to an LRT to reduce congestion?

LRT or Nothing?

LRT in Hamilton is nothing if not a politically charged issue. †There are people
for and against who are very passionate about the issue. † Once the
announcement was made from the province† there were those in the
community that worried that any†questions or concerns†or anything that might
delay the project would† cause Hamilton to lose out on a billion dollar
investment. There were even fears that if Hamilton opted for a different
transit project instead, that the City would lose out on any investment at all.

The question was put to the Premiere herself who stated:

“It’s never been LRT or nothing. †I really want to hear what
council’s decision is.”
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Premiere Kathleen Wynne 
CBC Hamilton: May 25, 2016

Can Hamilton Put Forth a Better Plan?

As the Premiere stated, its never been LRT or nothing for Hamilton. †Metrolinx
simply approved part of a plan submitted to it by the City. †We can just as
easily submit a new plan to the province. †We’ve seen people point to the City
of Brampton as a cautionary tale. †Some people state that when Brampton said
no to the province for the LRT route it had selected that Brampton lost its
opportunity to build higher order transit. †This is patently untrue.

Our of!ce reached out to a Brampton City Councillor to !nd out what
happened when their council declined to deploy the LRT along its proposed
route. †He told us that they are submitting a new plan to the province, one
that will work better for the residents of Brampton.

With this in mind, my of!ce began an extensive research project into the
implementation of LRT in Hamilton. †We looked at every report issued by the
City and every report submitted to the City by consultants. †We even reviewed
many reports that were issued to the City but never submitted to Council. †This
included two major studies by the McMaster Institute of Transportation &
Logistics.

We also looked at LRT systems throughout North America to determine how to
make Hamilton’s LRT implementation a success. † During the evaluation
process we have heard glowing reports from†systems in Portland, Oregon and
Charlotte, North Carolina. †We’ve†looked at Canadian cities as well with most
attention being paid to places like Edmonton, Calgary, and Ottawa to see what
they did and what their outcomes were.

We also spent considerable time researching† current transit technologies as
well as looking at what technologies are on the horizon.

Why are we doing this?

Proponents for this project tell us that the deployment of an LRT system in our
downtown will transform our city. † It will kickstart development and cause

Careful - irresponsible and implies 
utter disrespect of process by 
council lor. Implies no consequences

Cite

For this argument to be demonstrated 
as 'patently untrue' implies prior 
knowledge that the Province wil l  fund 
new plan. Cost of time lost not 
considered.
No references to support

How many?

No evidence to suggest this is a 
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intensi!cation all along its line. †Property values will rise and tax revenue for
the city will increase taking pressure off of the suburbs and the outlying areas.
†With this in mind we†tried to get a handle on what the Land Value Uplift (LVU)
would be for Hamilton by†looking at the most recent and up to date studies on
LVU that we could !nd.

Proponents of LRT tell us the†operating costs for an LRT will be a fraction of a
BRT and even our conventional bus service. †The promise of providing a higher
quality service for a better price would mean the savings could be spent
elsewhere in Hamilton improving service to our under served areas.

Proponents of LRT tell us the service will be faster than our present bus
system which will cause an increase in ridership. †So we looked at other LRT
systems to see how their ridership was affected when they went online.

Proponents of LRT tell us that congestion will be reduced, vehicle use will be
reduced, and as a result pollution will be reduced by putting into place an LRT
system. † So we looked at congestion and vehicle trips in cities where LRTs
were put in to place to see if they had any affect.

The reports submitted to the City provide glowing accounts of LRT in other
places. †Unfortunately they also leave out a lot of details. †These details must
be considered prior to beginning a project that if done wrong could cause
problems for a generation. †When LRT is done right like in places like Calgary
it moves tens of thousands of people every day on an ef!cient system that
runs from destination to destination. †When an LRT is done wrong however,
the costs go far above the loss of the initial capital investment. † It leaves a
legacy of operating costs and problems that can†remain for a generation. † It
can also lead to a negative impact on land values and assessments.

As a City Councillor, it is my responsibility to weigh all of the pros and cons
before making a decision. † When it comes to† something as important as† a
billion dollar system, I thought it prudent to go well beyond the staff supplied
reports and really dig in to the empirical data. † We looked at non-partisan
empirical reports from: McMaster Institute of Transportation & Logistics, The
US Federal Transportation Authority, The University of Utah, The US Federal
Reserve, Harvard University, and many others. †Wherever possible, we tried to
focus entirely on empirical research done by a neutral party and not one
produced by a conservative or progressive think tank organization. †We also
avoided any study that was funded by an LRT manufacturer.

At the request of my council colleagues and many many members of the
public, I have had this† new microsite created to provide a summary of the
research we†have done. †We have cited our sources which you will be able to
see on the right hand side of the page†so that you can read the full report or
study yourself.

We need to get this right!

See above

Strong accusations of quality of work 
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The information within the microsite needs to be carefully† weighed and
measured against the claims being made by LRT proponents. †Further to that,
questions and concerns that have been raised on this site†in many cases have
already been put to City staff, and will be put to them again during public
meetings in order to have†the answers to many of the unanswered questions
on the record.

If Hamilton is going to implement an LRT system, it needs to be done right.
†We need to learn from the best practices of cities around the world. †We also
need to learn from their mistakes. † We need to make sure that the claims
made in support of this project can be proven, and that any system we put
into place will be successful and self sustaining for years to come.

Considerable time spent on 
'proponents'. For the sake of balance 
and impartiality, suggest considering 
arguments of 'opponents' as well.

Critical lack of guidance on what is 
'r ight' contained in document.



Hamilton LRT – Economic Uplift

Land Value Uplift

The LRT proposed for Hamilton has long been touted as an economic
development play. †As many staff, Councillors, and even former Mayors have
said, this is not a transit play, its an ec-dev play. †Proponents say that LRT will
transform our downtown, raise revenues for the City through increased
property values lower the tax burden on the outlying areas like the Mountain.

Rapid Transit is more than just moving people from place to
place. †It is about providing a catalyst for the development of
high quality, safe, sustainable and affordable transportation
options for our citizens, connecting key destination points,
stimulating economic development and revitalizing Hamilton.

Rapid Ready Report 
City of Hamilton 
February 2013

Sources
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The Rapid Ready Report which was received by Council back in 2013 makes
the case for what needs to be done to get Hamilton “Rapid Ready”. †It outlines
the steps that need to take place to grow our transit system to a point where it
requires, and can ultimately sustain a rapid transit system.

Many proponents however are suggesting that by skipping the early steps of
Rapid Ready and moving†directly to the implementation phase of an LRT we
will jump start Hamilton’s economy and boost our economic fortunes by
spurring development in our denser downtown. †This would be on top of the
already incredible new development projects we’ve seen in our downtown
already over the past several years and would be in addition to those already
planned.

Population along the Route

One of the reasons the B-Line route was chosen was that it currently hosts the
largest density of residents and employment of anywhere in the city. †This of
course should come as no surprise as this is where the bulk of our largest
multi-residential and commercial properties are located. † The potential
economic uplift to the City of Hamilton was explored in a report
commissioned by the City written by IBI.

“Approximately 17% of the City’s population and 20% of the
City’s employment are within 800 m of†the BLine corridor.
Additionally, 80% of HSR’s current routes connect to the B-
Line corridor. This†means that the probability of Hamilton
residents bene!ting from rapid transit is high. These
bene!ts†include travel time savings, increased travel time
predictability and potentially reduced auto†ownership and
operating costs.”

Economic Potential Study 
IBI for the City of Hamilton 2009

The IBI report uses the study area as across the entire B-Line which runs from
University Plaza in the West to Eastgate Square in the east. † With the
shortening of the LRT from its originally proposed length my of!ce requested
updated !gures to see what impact the shorter route would have on the
proportion of residents and jobs along the line. †  †As this new shorter route
runs through a smaller portion of the city, it would be expected that the
percentage of the population that live along this new shortened corridor
would be smaller.

Our of!ce requested the updated number from staff and were startled to
discover that this percentage has grown from 17% to 20%. †  We have been
trying to !nd out how this has happened, and to identify where the error took
place. †To put this into context, a 3% increase in Hamilton’s population would
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be nearly 16,000 people or roughly half the population of Ancaster. † How
numbers can be off by this much are concerning and lead to other questions
about the accuracy of information that was previously presented.

Development Charges

IBI suggests the City would be able to generate signi!cant revenue through
new development charges. †While this sounds good it is important to note that
a portion of our downtown receives an 85% exemption on development
charges in order to encourage development in our downtown.

Further to that, development charges, as per the Planning Act can only be
used to fund growth related projects. †These include the construction of new
roads, parks, rec centres, etc that are growth related. †With Hamilton’s present
$3.3 billion infrastructure debt and an infrastructure de!cit of around $195
million a year there are those that are calling for these development charges
to be spent to !x up our roads, sewers and also be spent on other projects to
bring our infrastructure de!cit under control. †The Planning Act however does
not allow for this.

For† the City to bene!t from new development charges as a result of LRT
construction, we would have to end this highly successful rebate program that
has seen our downtown explode over recent years with new condo and rental
apartment construction.

Businesses Grow Faster along LRT Lines than BRT Lines

IBI makes an important claim in their report and it is this claim that has been
used to discourage BRT in favour of LRT.

During the initial years of service, LRT is also projected†to be
about more expensive to operate than BRT, about 30% more
on a cost per passenger basis,†but the difference will diminish
over time as ridership levels increase. However, it is
generally†accepted that LRT has a greater impact on
investment decisions and economic growth than BRT,†and the
long term capacity of LRT is greater.

Economic Potential Study 
IBI for the City of Hamilton 2009

The†implicit statement here is that: LRT will cause new construction to begin
and new businesses to open. † The IBI report does not cite any empirical
studies on this however. †It does point to statements made by LRT proponents
as well as planners in cities that have LRT but there is no link to any empirical
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data. †A decision of this magnitude and importance should not be made on
anecdotal stories and ideas, but on empirical evidence. †We need to employ an
evidenced based policy going forward to ensure we get this right.

Looking Beyond the Tip of the Iceberg

The empirical data on Land Value Uplift as as result of rapid transit is now
being looked at by some very accomplished transportation researchers and
economists. †Christopher Higgins Mark Ferguson and Pavlos Kanaroglou from
the McMaster Institute for Transportation & Logistics† have written a terri!c
paper that was published back in April of 2016 that casts doubts on the idea
that rapid transit brings a guaranteed land value uplift.

“…despite the general notion that rapid transit does confer
positive LVU (land value uplift) bene!ts, our comprehensive
and critical review of more than 40 years !nds signi!cant
heterogeneity (diversity) in research outcomes, leaving many
signi!cant questions unanswered”

Christopher D Higgins, Mark R Ferguson and Pavlos S
Kanaroglou 
McMaster Institute of Transportation†& Logistics 
As Published in: Transport Reviews Volume 36 issue 5, 2016 
April 22, 2016

Higgins et al† throw open a vast question as to whether or not rapid transit
does lead to land value uplift. †This is vital for the Hamilton project as it has
already been shown that†Hamilton does not have the ridership to support an
LRT nor does it have the traf!c congestion normally associated with the need
to deploy higher order transit.

The report states that:

An argument is often made that rapid transit has generally
produced a modest LVU impact of around 10% for homes
close to stations, with the highest values seen for heavy rail
transit (HRT) and commuter rail transit (CRT lines compared
to light rail transit (LRT) and bus rapid transit (BRT).

ibid

Obviously no one can see the future,† to know whether or not there will be
additional LVU caused by†proximity to a transit station but what we do have is
historical data. † In Hamilton we have a large condominium complex located
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directly adjacent to the Hunter St GO station. †Based on the above statement
the condos located adjacent to, or within a reasonable walking distance
(usually 400 – 800 meters as stated in other studies) properties located near
the Hunter St GO Station should have experienced a higher increase in land
values than similar properties not located next to the GO Station.

A 400 Meter radius from the Hunter St GO Station shows
where the highest LVU in the City should be located

To calculate the land value uplift brought on by transit you must !rst take
the†growth an area is experiencing on its own and then compare that to the
growth in values to the properties close the the rapid transit station. † Staff
have so far been unable to show us these numbers but they are apparently
working on them. †We will share them as soon as they are available so we can
see if there has been any LVU as a result of the GO station at Hunter St. †This
should give us an idea as to the kind of uplift we should expect for a lower
order rapid transit system like an LRT.

GO currently provides 4 trains during the morning rush hours to Union Station
in Toronto and provide express bus service roughly every half hour during the
day dropping to hourly busses after 10pm. †There are also 4 return train trips
during the evening rush hours and a similar express bus service.

We will continue to press for these numbers and will release them when they
are !nally provided. † These numbers† while not de!nitive, would provide a
window on to how much value homeowners place on the proximity of transit
to their homes. †We†will also be asking for a report on apartment rental rates
within the catchment area of the station to be compared to similar apartments
outside the catchment area to see what affect if any this higher order transit
has on rental rates.

Sentence needs proofread
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In regards to LVU studies that have taken place the report states:

“… we argue that previous research has suffered from a lack
of empirical speci!city that results in omitted variables
related to drivers of LVU in station areas, such as relative
accessibility and TOD. † Essentially, the research design of
previous studies means they have only estimated LVU in
aggregate, capturing just the tip of the complex iceberg of
factors that inform LVU in rapid transit station areas.

ibid

Empirical Studies on Land Value Uplift

Looking at†current empirical studies on Land Value Uplift as a result of rapid
transit implementations has cast a shadow†over the idea that simply building
LRT in Hamilton will lead to economic uplift.

“…in theory, rapid transit can potentially have both a
‘generative’ and ‘redistributive’ impact on land use and
development. †However, a growing body of scholarly research
challenges the generative land use effects of rapid transit,
arguing that rail transit on its own cannot generate new
urban economic or population growth”

ibid

Higgins et al go on to point out that† rapid transit can be used as a† tool to
guide growth that would have ocurred anyway along a particular corridor.
† This† suggests that the economic uplift along a transit corridor is simply
shifting growth from one place to another†making this a zero-sum game. † If
the growth we are chasing is coming anyway, is it worth while spending a
billion dollars to get it?

This has been referred to in other studies as well and was†brought up again in
a recent conference call that my of!ce had with the economist Jenny Schuetz
who studies transportation systems in the United States.
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How much will LRT improve property values?

As has been pointed out the implementation of an LRT system is an economic
development play. †Rapid Ready states:

Rapid Transit is more than just moving people from place to
place. †It is about providing a catalyst for the development of
high quality, safe, sustainable and affordable transportation
options for our citizens, connecting key destination points,
stimulating economic development and revitalizing Hamilton.

According to the Metrolinx produced King-Main† Bene!ts Case report, the
estimated premium of being within 500 meters of any new LRT station will be
between 4 and 6 percent over properties that fall outside of the catchment
area. †The estimated premium for BRT as a reference was between 1 and 7
percent within a 400 meter catchment area.

As numerous reports and studies are now coming out that show it is far harder
to gauge potential increases (or decreases as the case can be) †in land values
around a station, these numbers should also be looked at very carefully before
moving forward.
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How much will LRT improve retail activity and jobs?

The report by Higgins et al raises red "ags in terms of estimating a blanket
percentage increase in land values as a result of implementing rapid transit,
but their report isn’t the only one that looked at this. † Jenny Schuetz, an
economist at the US Federal Reserve who studies Housing Markets and Urban
and Regional Policy wrote a paper in 2014 entitled: Do Rail Transit Stations
Encourage Neighborhood Retail Activity? † The study looked speci!cally at
retail growth at four separate†mass transit stations in California.

The study found that out of four stations studied, two stations experienced a
signi!cant loss of retail employment after the stations were opened. †A third
station saw an increase but found the increase to be statistically insigni!cant.
† The fourth station saw a growth in retail† employment that was quite
signi!cant.

The study concluded that:

“In part, the dif!culty lies in what the primary purpose of
building transit stations and rail networks should be: is the
goal of such investment to improve functioning of the
transportation systems within a metropolitan area, or is it to
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spur economic development? Building rail stations in
centrally located neighborhoods that already have a high
density of residents or businesses seems likely to improve
access to existing jobs, goods and services, but may not result
in increased economic activity if these areas are congested or
require costly redevelopment. By contrast, suburban stations
will likely serve fewer potential passengers, but may offer
greater potential for green!elds development projects,
oriented around the station. The results raise questions about
whether building new stations will be an effective economic
development tool for underserved neighborhoods in central
cities.”

Jenny Schuetz 
Do Rail Transit Stations Encourage Neighbourhood Retail
Activity? 
Urban Studies volume 52 no. 14

Schuetz’s conclusions lend credence to the idea that building rapid transit out
to more suburban areas to bring riders into a downtown maybe a better way
to stimulate development as opposed to simply building a system in an urban
setting to stimulate growth.

A Wide Variety of LVU Outcomes

In his PhD dissertation, the now Dr Christopher D. Higgins at the McMaster
Institute for Transportation & Logistics demonstrates how dif!cult it can be to
forecast LVU outcomes as a result of a rapid transit project. †He also points out
how dif!cult it can be to determine the outcome even after a project has been
completed. †His dissertation states that:

“In Dallas, Weinstein and Clower’s (1999) comparisons of
single detached homes within one-quarter mile of different
†stations ranged in value from +49% to -49%. In Phoenix,
Kittrell (2012) found that prices of vacant land ranged from
-12% to +1,639% at different METRO LRT stations. And in the
case of Buffalo, Hess and Almeida (2007) found that across
their sample of homes within one-half mile walk of any LRT
station, prices increased by roughly $1 for every foot closer
they were to a station. However, a separate model
considering different stations individually found results
ranged from +$27 to -$26 per foot. Even among four
neighboring stations, the LVU impacts were determined to be
-$26, +$5, -$23, and +$27 per foot closer to each respective
station.
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How are you defining suburban? 
Certainly east and western lower city is 
a suburban area of CBD, no? Suggest 
revisiting assumptions before drawing 
such conclusions.

Missing "." on Dr.

If it  were easy I wouldn't have enough 
to write a thesis :)
How does this quote substantiate 
statements above? These are 3 
analyses out of more than 100 covered 
in my work.
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A Value Planning Framework for Predicting and Recapturing
the Value of Rapid Transit Infrastructure (2015) 
Christopher D. Higgins

This is deeply concerning as the primary purpose for the LRT system in
Hamilton is to transform the city and grow the residential and nonresidential
tax base by growing the value of properties along the line. †With such stark
differences in outcomes in even the same LRT system in other cities we need
to better understand what the expectation is and how we are going to achieve
it.

With respect, one de-contextualized 
quote out of a several hundred page 
thesis is disingenuous to the research 
and your readers. 

No effort made to understand and 
present theoretical drivers of land 
value uplift,  how present local context 
corresponds with them, and ways in 
which LRT planning can use this 
information to maximize ROI. Suggest 
this section be significantly expanded 
or removed entirely. Refer to email I  
sent you re the 40 years of modell ing 
paper about asking not whether one 
study was positive or negative, but 
asking the right questions about what 
drives LVU and how we can harness 
that information here.



Hamilton LRT vs BRT

Why the B-Line

A feasibility study was done on both the A and B-Line corridors and it was
determined that between the two corridors the B-Line had a higher
opportunity for economic uplift than the A-Line. †However no comparison was
ever done to compare the economic development potential of a B-Line LRT vs
an A and B line BRT.

Sources

B-Line LRT Uplift Area

The reports call for between† a 400 and 800 meter sphere of in!uence for
rapid transit economic uplift depending on†which report is looked at. †Chris
Higgins†Mark Ferguson and Pavlos Kanaroglou draw attention to numbers in
the IBI report.

“The IBI †group estimates that there are more than 500
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vacant parcels totaling 243 hectares located within a two-
kilometre radius of the proposed line. †Much of this consists
of parking lots or vacant residential properties. †This total
includes a signi"cant amount of industrial brown"eld land
(115 hectares), but these parcels are generally located far
from the corridor in the city’s industrial north end. †Excluding
brown"eld sites, there are 128 hectares available for
development.”

Rethinking Light Rail Transit Planning in Hamilton, Ontario: A
Comparative Review and Critical Assessment (2013) 
Christopher D. Higgins, Mark R. Ferguson, Pavlos S
Kanaroglou

Higgins’ et al raise an important consideration when looking at this
potential†economic growth that we should be mindful of drawing the spheres
of potential development too far. † It should be noted however that those
numbers were for a route that ran from Dundas to Eastgate Square. † The
proposed route is now shorter. † It should also be noted that a considerable
amount of the uplift calculated was based on the redevelopment of the former
Scott Park lands located near the Stadium. † As those lands are now being
developed by the school board there will be no increase in taxable
assessment so those numbers must also be adjusted to re!ect that.

In a separate study†that†now questions all land value uplift estimates Higgins
and Kanaroglou provided a chart to show the theoretical land value uplift (and
decrease).

IBI (2009)
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What is the point of this section? That 
there is vacant land? Or that there 
isn't? How does this affect anything?

Again, I  have no idea what the point of 
this section is, or why this chart of how 
we capture LVU in econometric models 
is here. Suggest complete rethink.
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B-Line LRT Uplift Area

Proposed B-Line LRT

The currently proposed LRT running from McMaster University to the
Queenston Traf"c Circle with the A-Line spur to the waterfront drawn in as

well.

On the City’s website a map is drawn showing the proposed LRT. †The Future
stations have been cut off from the above picture as they are not presently
planned as part of this project.

Using an online tool for Google Maps we have drawn 500 meter circles from



estimated stop locations based on the above map to show the projected
economic uplift zones.

Current proposed LRT station stops along the B-Line and those along the A-
Line north of King St. The radius for each station is†approximately 500 meters.

The Metroxlinx King-Main Corridor study looked at an LRT or BRT along the B-
Line. †In terms of cost/bene"t a BRT along the proposed B-Line route achieved
a 27% advantage over LRT. †The cost bene"t ratio calculated for BRT was 1.4
while the cost bene"t radio for LRT was calculated at 1.1.

It is important to note however that this cost bene"t analysis was done on
only one line with three options. †A full LRT, an LRT stopping at Ottawa St, and
a full BRT. † It did not look at potential bene"ts on a full A and B line BRT
inclusively vs the B-Line LRT only. †Why was this not done?
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Hamilton BRT Economic Uplift Area

As the area of economic improvement is thought to be slightly lower for a BRT
system vs an LRT system the consultant Steer Davies Gleave when they
completed the A-Line Economic Potential Impact study used a 400 meter
radius when studying BRT.

It was originally estimated by City Staff that the cost to build a full BRT on the
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A and B Line would be somewhere in the neighbourhood of $800 million.

A smaller 400 meter radius of potential economic uplift was used for stations
along a potential BRT traveling from University Plaza to Eastgate Square.

Simply running a BRT instead of an LRT along our B-Line will actually provide
service to more people and creates a greater total area of potential economic
uplift.

Hamilton A-Line and B-Line BRT Economic Uplift

Finally we took a look at the SDG report and used the potential A-Line stops
used in the report to estimate an area of economic in!uence for stations.
†Once again a radius of 400 meters is used.

Impact

Report

Steer
Davies

Gleave for
the City of
Hamilton

(2012)

I  see BRT on King - inconsistent with 
arguments you make below?
How is this true? What are the numbers 
to support this? Why is A-Line LRT 
spur ignored again? Where did B-Line 
to University Plaza come from? 
Assumptions used throughout this 
section are not defined leading to 
serious questions of research 
methodology.
Abbreviation not defined
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A 400 meter radius was used to estimate areas of potential economic uplift as
a result of a full A and B Line LRT. The Full B-Line runs from University Plaza

in the West to Eastgate Square in the East. The A Line runs from the Airport in
the South to the Waterfront in the North.

The stated purpose of rapid transit in Hamilton was to do more than just move
people but to stimulate economic growth. † Why then are we trying to
stimulate only a small part of our city overall when we can have a similar
effect over a much larger area while at the same time providing better transit
service to more people?

Might suggest a tweak of the wording 
here. Again, this is also inconsistent 
with economic development arguments 
you make above. Which is it - rapid 
transit can provide stimulus or not?



Hamilton LRT Operating Costs

Will an LRT Be Cheaper to Operate Than Buses?

A key argument of proponents of LRT in Hamilton is that it is less costly to
operate an LRT system than it is to operate a bus network of equivalent size.
†This is†technically true, although the reality of Hamilton’s situation is not quite
as cut and dry.

LRT systems are both expensive to build (Capital Cost) as well as to†operate and
maintain (Operating and Lifecycle Costs). † The savings come† from ridership
growth as an LRT car can grow into an LRT train towing multiple cars.

Savings are then seen through reduced energy cost, reduced staff cost, (you
don’t need as many drivers if the LRT is just pulling additional cars) and other
costs are also reduced. †This is often referred to as an economy of scale.† These
multiple cars can then carry† more fare paying passengers, thus increasing
revenue. †Once a†corridor reaches a certain ridership level, it† can become less
costly to operate higher order transit than traditional bus service on a per
passenger basis.

Sources
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The McMaster Institute for Transportation & Logistics wrote a report entitled
Rethinking Light Rail Transit Planning in Hamilton, Ontario: A Comparative
Review and Critical Assessment†in 2013. †In the report the authors write:

“…light rail cannot be considered cost-effective or said to have
had an impact on travel times or the environment without high
levels of patronage.” 
Rethinking Light Rail Transit Planning in Hamilton, Ontario: A
Comparative Review and Critical Assessment (2013) 
Christopher Higgins, Mark Ferguson,Pavlos Kanaroglou 
McMaster Institute for Transportation & Logistics

Operating Costs

City†staff, researchers, consultants, transit experts and academics all agree the
LRT must have suf!cient ridership to be !nancial viable and less expensive per
passenger than a bus. †Rapid Ready estimates ridership of between 1000 (at the
low end) and 2000 (at the high end) peak time peak direction riders. †You can
read more about LRT ridership and those projections here.

Excerpt from Rapid Ready Report (2013)

According to City Staff, the 95 cent !gure is a typo. † The correct cost per
passenger as reported in Appendix A of the Rapid Ready Report is 45 cents. †This
cost per rider†if achievable would make this system the least expensive system
we have studied. † It would appear however that staff are now distancing
themselves from this number.†  According to staff, those numbers including the
higher ridership !gures are no longer believed to be accurate and are referred to
as “overly optimistic” according to a recent call with our Acting Manager for
Light Rail Transit.

New !gures are expected to be provided sometime in August or September.

The highest fairbox recovery rate in Canada right now is GO Transit. † GO
operates at a 76.2% farebox recovery ratio. †The fare box recovery ratio is the
amount of money paid by fairs divided by the cost to operate a service. †Capital
costs are not included. †The TTC which has the next highest rate is 73% (as of
2014). †A quick survey down a† list compiled by wikipedia users shows that GO

in
Hamilton,
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Review
and

Critical
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(2013)

Conference paper in academic terms, 
by no means a MITL report.

Proofread

Your screencap captured cursor 
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Oh no, as I tell  my students, Wikipedia 
is not a source - you can however see 
the source on their page.



Transit actually has the highest farebox recovery rate in North America.

The operating cost ratio has been drifting downwards since 2008 according to
the 2014-2015 Metrolinx Annual Report.

A closer look at GO Transit however shows that the farebox recovery or
Operating Cost Recovery has actually fallen since 2008. †This means that† the
subsidy required to maintain the service has increased. †The subsidy has also
been increasing at a time when ridership has also been increasing.

GO Transit has seen their total rail ridership grow while their bus ridership has
started to fall. †The above is also from the 2014-2015 Metrolinx Annual Report.

LRT vs Bus costs in Portland

It is often argued that†Hamilton should look to cities like Portland, Oregon in the
United States to see how a successful system can be implemented.

In 2001, Jonathan Richmond from Harvard University published a study entitled:
A whole-system approach to evaluating urban transit investments. †The study
which draws heavily from the Pickrell study looks at the 1989 numbers and
then†moves forward in time to see how some of those systems matured over the
next several years.

What are the connections between this 
and Hamilton's LRT project? Is this just 
presented as fun-facts?

Titled. Entitled means something 
different.
2001 is an eternity ago. Were you not 
able to find more recent information? 
And is this the 'Harvard Report'? 
Thought that was on LVU, no?



Although LRT is frequently cited as being far less costly on the O&M side vs
traditional bus service – The example in Portland shows the costs are nearly the

same when broken down per passenger.

The costs in Portland have continued to climb over the past 16 years for both
Bus and Rail passengers. †This follows the trend for other transit systems in the
United States and Canada. †The cost per passenger has risen to $2.92 as of 2015.
†This is important as the Portland LRT is often referred to as an example for
Hamilton to aspire to be. †The costs that Portland has achieved even with their
high level of ridership is nowhere near the 45 cent to $1.80†being suggested for
Hamilton’s system.

Operating Costs in the United States

CityLab has†provided an excellent breakdown of a 2013 study released by United
States Department of Transportation. † The study noted that costs to operate
mass transit lines for the ten largest systems in the United States jumped 19%
between 2000 and 2010. †They in fact grew at double the rate of fares.

A CityLab graph showing average cost per mile vs fares for the
top 10 largest transit operators in the United States.

The same report shows that fare recovery in the United States is falling,
meaning the balance of revenue is coming from all tax payers not just those
using the transit service.

1996!

City also has a much larger LRT 
network that travels to suburban areas. 
Means more km travelled, potentially 
fewer passengers per km. Earl ier you 
suggest LRT/BRT would be better in 
suburban areas, but then here lament 
higher costs of fewer passengers. 
Which is it?

What do averages tell  us about how to 
do LRT in Hamilton the correct way? 
What are the lessons? I do not see that 
information here.



A CityLab graph showing farebox recovery rates have fallen in the
United states over the past 10 years.

Although the subsidy rates (per passenger) for public transit are high in the
United States, MITL points out that we do a much better job in cost recovery in
Canada. †This is clear when we compare the numbers for the TTC or GO Transit
to these American numbers. †Even Hamilton’s HSR outperforms†these results.

“…Canadian cities have shown markedly higher rates of cost
recovery and cost effectiveness by all measures” 
Christopher Higgins 
McMaster Institute for Transportation & Logistics 
The North American Light Rail Experience: Insights for
Hamilton

HSR Farebox Recovery



2016 Budget Presentation from HSR shows Hamilton does better than the
average US City in farebox recovery. But that rate is slowly falling

The above chart is from the most recent (2016) Public Works budget
presentation†on transit. †It shows an operating cost recovery of around 45% paid
by the rider and 55% paid by the†tax levy.

Loss of King/Main Corridor Revenue

The King/Main/Queenston corridor is often and accurately pointed to† as the
most pro!table corridor on our transit line. †In†fact the line itself generates over
a million dollars each year in revenue that goes†back†to the HSR to subsidize our
less traveled routes.

The loss of this revenue will† result in a budget shortfall that will have to be
made up by either an increase in taxes, or a reduction in service elsewhere on
the transit system or a cutback in other city services. †Negotiations are underway
with Metrolinx to try and alleviate this pressure.

Projected LRT Operating Costs in Hamilton

In the 2013 Rapid Ready report the estimated operating costs of an LRT were
shown based on between 1000 and 2000 riders peak time peak direction on
launch†day. †As has been shown however, those ridership numbers may not be
achieved on day one. † † The IBI report on Hamilton’s LRT suggested that we
would†only have ridership of 1800 (peak time peak direction) by 2031, a far cry
from 2000 riders on launch day suggested as a possible high ridership number
by Rapid Ready. †As stated on the Hamilton LRT† ridership analysis page, these
numbers are currently being redone by a new consultant to compensate for the
shorter distance of the proposed LRT but for the purposes of this page we’ll use
the !gures from Rapid Ready (2013) until new numbers are available.

The cost† of our B-Line bus service (per passenger) is $1.07). † Based on these
numbers alone, LRT will be more costly on a per passenger basis at the launch
of the service. †As stated on the ridership page, we would require an increase in
ridership on the B-Line of over 450% to achieve the lowest projected passenger
cost. †This does not appear to be a realistic.

Projected Operating Costs vs Actuals in Other Systems

As shown on the ridership page, most rapid transit systems built in the 70s and
80s did not achieve their ridership estimates. † In fact † most projections were
missed by very wide margins. †These estimates improved for systems built in the
90s, but how did these systems do on projecting their operating costs?

Reckless to speculate above. I  have not 
seen structure of PPP agreement - wil l  
it  be availabil ity payments? Who takes 
ridership risk? Suggest providing that 
information or removing this section 
completely. Just conjecture at this 
point.

Didn't you say above new numbers 
would be out in about 2 months? Why 
bother with this unsubstantiated 
exercise?

The King-Main corridor is more than 
the B-Line bus... what about the 1, 5, 
51, etc?



Rapid Transit Projects 1975 – 1989

In 1989 the United States Federal Transportation† Administration released a
report that showed the performance of various heavy and light rail projects built
during the late seventies through to the eighties. †The results showed that in
every case ridership projections were way off with all but one failing to even
come close to their projected ridership. † It also broke down the operating cost
per passenger.

An excerpt from the 1989 Report by the US Federal Transportation
Administration showed that the forecast vs actual cost per passengers were off

by 188-872%

The results from this report are startling when we see that the system that came
closest to their estimated per passenger cost was off by 188%. † The worst
performing system was off by 872%. † All numbers†in the report were converted
to 1988 dollars. † For the Heavy Rail, Light Rail, and Downtown People Mover
(DPM) systems built during this period, the per passenger cost was between 5.19

Fun fact - same year Taylor Swift was 
born. Why are we referring to such old 
data?

Suggest removing dramatics



– 16.77.

Rapid Transit Projects 1990 – 2002

After the startling numbers from the previous report (now referred to as the
Pickrell Report) a second study was undertaken in 2007 to see the current state
of transit projects in the US built with federal funds. † The report found that
among other things:

Projections of operating costs, adjusted for general
in"ationary increases in the local costs of transit
operations, are being achieved.

Experienced project sponsors have better O&M cost
estimates. This probably re"ects not only the ability to
use local experience in developing unit costs but also
greater realism in the assessment of ef!ciencies that can
be achieved.

The quality of ridership forecasts has improved markedly
since the 1980s.

While ridership forecasts have improved, several ridership
forecasts reviewed in this study have proven to be
optimistic. 
US Federal Transit Administration 
Contractor Performance Assessment (2007)

The good news is that the actual operating costs of systems are drawing closer
to their initial estimates. †The bad news however is that a signi!cant number are
still costing more than estimated. †The 2007 report found that estimates were
better for projects that were†extensions to existing transit lines as opposed to
new lines. †This was attributed to†transit systems being more mature at the time
of the extension being built, as well as planners having better local real world
data to use when forecasting.



A table from the 2007 Contractor Performance Assessment Report showing 10 of
18 projects met or exceeded their operating and maintenance estimates while

only 8 projects missed their estimates.

It is of course good news to see operating costs below forecasted numbers
however a closer look reveals that many systems actually cut service levels from
their forecasted levels in order to achieve these savings.



Variances from the projected operating costs and the annual operating costs can
be explained in some instances by reductions in service from the proposed

service levels.

We overlaid the Forecast vs Actuals with the chart showing whether or not
service was reduced from the estimated numbers to see how many of the
systems met or beat their†O&M budgets by cutting back service.



The Baltimore Johns Hopkins extension was removed from the chart as there
was was no comparison to estimated vs operating costs as per Table 6.

This table illustrates that of the 10 (Johns Hopkins Excluded) systems that met
or exceeded their O&M budgets 6 systems provided less service than what was
forecast which explains some of the savings.

It should be pointed out however that Portland actually increased service from
their forecasted service level which would obviously result in a higher operating
cost.

The FTA report also draws several conclusions about possible reasons for O&M
costs being lower than forecast.

“To develop an estimate of the Operating & Maintenance
(O&M) costs for the planned systems, it is necessary to describe
the anticipated services. This planned service level is generally
consistent with the project ridership. For most projects, the
design year remains in the future and the ridership is still less
than anticipated. The operated service levels re"ect this fact.

Another possible reason for deviations between projected O&M
costs and those actually incurred is that the systems are still
relatively new. The guideway, stations, electrical systems, etc.,
require only routine service and some portions may still be
covered by warranties. As the systems age, the O&M costs may
increase.”

Seems reasonable. If demand is less 
than forecasted, why should supply 
remain constant



US Federal Transit Administration 
Contractor Performance Assessment (2007)

The FTA report has several lessons for Hamilton.

1. Forecasts on capital and operating costs while improving
are†still†experience a high percentage of errors.

2. The average gap between forecast and actual !gures for extensions to
existing systems is 35%

3. The average gap between forecast and actual !gures for new systems is
47%.

As Hamilton will likely be responsible for the operating costs for any future LRT
these !gures should be closely scrutinized and new high-low ranges presented.

LRT vs BRT – Operating Costs

As we’ve seen, the operating cost for an LRT is not insigni!cant, and it requires
economies of scale to† make it the more economical option. † In 2009 IBI
presented† their Economic Potential Study to the City of Hamilton where they
state:

During the initial years of service, LRT is also projected†to be
about more expensive to operate than BRT, about 30% more on
a cost per passenger basis,†but the difference will diminish over
time as ridership levels increase. However, it is
generally†accepted that LRT has a greater impact on investment
decisions and economic growth than BRT,†and the long term
capacity of LRT is greater.

Economic Potential Study 
IBI, 2009

This was written within the !rst few pages of the report and it states what most
already know. †The capacity of LRT is higher and therefore your per passenger
operating costs will be lower when you reach†suf!cient ridership.

IBI acknowledges that LRT will be more costly to operate than a bus system in
the early days, although it does not de!ne what the early days is at this point in
the report. †The question many people ask is: at what point does it become more
cost effective to run LRT than BRT? † How many passengers peak hour, peak
direction do you need to be able to carry? †IBI answers this question on the last
pages of their report.

You are forgetting something very 
significant - the inaccurate forecasts 
were a major reason for the new 
emphasis on TOD planning. In many 
cases, old systems built with idea that 
new development would just occur, but 
did l itt le changes to zoning etc. to 
support. TOD planning ensures 
ridership base grows near rapid transit 
corridor. See Higgins et al. 2014 - Light 
Rail and Land Use change. To omit is 
big oversight in my opinion.

Seems out of place/repetitive. Why is 
this not alongside the stuff above?



The IBI report showed that by 2031 Hamilton will still be paying more per
passengers on an LRT than a Bus system.

It should be noted that these comparisons do not include in any
way the signi!cant increases†in annualized capital cost that LRT
will have over BRT, as driven by higher vehicle costs per†unit of
capacity, the need to invest substantially more ‘up front’ in
trackwork and traction†power supply (overhead contact system),
and (not unimportantly) the costs of major
periodic†rehabilitation of the rail-related !xed †infrastructure
elements. Although a ‘crossover’ point in†terms of O&M costs
alone might be reached within the span of a 30-year economic
analysis,†inclusion of the fully allocated capital costs has been
found to move the true ‘crossover point’†considerably further up,
to perhaps 4,000-4,500 passengers per peak hour peak
direction†(pphpd). The RTFS results suggest that ridership will
be about 1,800 in 2031.

ibid

The !gures that IBI are using are suggesting that LRT does not hit the crossover
point wherein putting in a dedicated BRT vs an LRT until the line hits 4000 –
4500 passengers peak time peak direction. †  † This would represent a 900 –
1013% increase in our present B-Line ridership numbers.

These !gures are based on the older longer alignment from McMaster University
to Eastgate Square. †We are presently awaiting more up to date !gures from City
Staff and will provide them when they are available. †As this route is shorter
than what was used to come up with these older numbers we can expect them

I 'm really not sure what the 
implications are here for city. You do 
not reference the cost breakdown for 
the project. ON is paying capital, and 
operations unclear at present.
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Hamilton LRT Ridership

Current Ridership

The decision to build higher order transit like a BRT or LRT in Hamilton should typically be driven by one or both of two
factors. †Regularly exceeding available ridership capacity on a transit line and excessive congestion along a particular
roadway. †This page will look at the projected Hamilton LRT Ridership and compare it to other systems already in
operation.

The number used to determine this is the Peak Time / Peak Direction number of riders. †Obviously you try and build a
system that can accommodate your riders during this time and will have excess capacity outside of this time period. †This
is not unlike road construction where we’ll see a highway very lightly used at 4am but jam packed at 4pm.

The number of riders on Main King corridor now is around 1100 riders peak time peak direction. †This number is often
confused with the B-Line ridership numbers which are only a part of the total numbers. †The numbers as of March
2016†(the most recent month where ridership was counted) for passengers on the B-Line was provided a short time ago.
†The chart itself is below.

A scan of a chart provided by David Dixon the City’s Director of Transit shows the current ridership on the B-Line †The
chart shows the current peak ridership peak direction is 444 passengers.

While the current B-Line stops and the proposed LRT stops do not line up exactly in all places their proposed distance
apart are similar. †Stops on the B-Line (and the proposed LRT) are substantially farther apart than the current local bus
service.

Riders are currently choosing to take the local bus service more often than the express B-Line service as there are more
stops along the route which means people don’t have to walk as far to get to a stop.

When Will The Time Be Right?

In the case of Hamilton’s proposed LRT our Director of Transit provided a presentation during the 2015 budget process
showing that†we do not presently have the ridership that our transit department tells us we need to justify LRT.

The chart indicates best practices about when to move transit into its own dedicated right-of-way †suggesting that
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Remove folksy language

Not sure the directionality of this 
confusion. The Main-King corridor is 
where LRT is going. Looking at one of 
several bus l ines in corridor is a false 
comparison. Suggest removing or 
incorporating more data. Right now this 
is meaningless.

Crucially, you have given no indication 
of the l ine/corridor's capacity. Given 
the amount of full  buses and drive-by's 
that occur, service levels may be an 
issue in ridership numbers.



should occur around the 8000 passenger peak time peak direction mark. †Hamilton is presently at 444 on the B-Line and
around 1100 for the whole corridor including local buses. †Regardless of the number you focus on we are still far below
the threshold for higher order transit.

A slide from the 2015 Public Works budget presentation showing when various types of
Higher Order Transit are warranted.

Source: Public Works Presentation February 6, 2015

The video below is from the 2015 budget presentation by David Dixon our then Director of Transit. †On the question of
when to move to higher order transit he states:

“When you look at when you initially move into higher order transit about the 2000 mark. †If you think
about a bus that holds roughly 50 people that means when you get around 2000 you’ve got 40 buses on
the road that means you’re running about a minute and a half headway. †In actual fact you’d probably go
to artic [sic] buses so you’re down around a 2 minute headway and frankly you can’t run a good ef!cient
reliable service at a 2 minute headway and that’s what forces you into a train like service.”

David Dixon 
Hamilton Director of Transit 
GIC Budget Meeting February 6, 2015 
Source: The Public Record

Confused what you think Hamilton's 
LRT plan is if not a Partially-Exclusive 
ROW. 8,000 bar is FAR too high. ALRT 
is SkyTrain in Vanc.
This implies no change in population or 
travel behaviour by 2024 when LRT 
opens, nor any changes after that. I  
would be very careful about taking this 
position.



Hamilton City Council 2015 Budget Debates: Transit and Public Works

Prior to David Dixon joining the City as†Director of Transit our former Director Don Hull expressed similar statements
stating the ridership on the corridor do not yet warrant higher order transit.

TRK Index

In the spring of 2012 the McMaster Institute for Transportation and Logistics†provided a detailed study to the City of
Hamilton entitled The North American Light Rail Experience. †The study was authored by Christopher Higgins and Mark
Ferguson and was submitted to the city April of 2012. †The study, which will be referred to many times throughout this
micro-site covered many areas of concern for the City of Hamilton and highlighted both best practices and demonstrated
comparative systems throughout North America.

The study makes use a formula to calculate a statistic to help compare systems. †The statistic is calculated as thousands
of total weekday trips per route kilometre (TRK). †Where TRK=1.0 = 1000 weekday trips per kilometre.

Using that formula we can estimate the TRK score for the City of Hamilton using the current B-Line ridership numbers.
†We†will use only the 11 km route length and the current (as of March 2016) B-Line ridership numbers of 5595. †This is
both the eastbound and westbound number.

5595 (Weekday Riders) / 11 (KM proposed LRT = 509 (rounded up). †So TRK for Hamilton’s†proposed LRT is .509. †An
interesting aside the TRK number would be slightly higher if the route did not take the King St detour which adds about
600 meters to the route length.

The study compared †26 systems throughout North America and displayed them in an easy to read table. †Hamilton’s
proposed system was not listed in the table.
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Again, this is not corridor ridership. Re-
do with appropriate numbers or 
remove.
To imply the Main route is even feasible 
is at this point disingenuous. I  do not 
see evidence to support entertaining 
this alignment in this document.



If Hamilton’s proposed LRT were included in this list of 26 Cities we would be in 25th place out of a total of 27
comparative cities. †This information was never presented to Council nor was it included in Rapid Ready or the bene!ts
case that was†submitted to Metrolinx.

It is important to note that the number we are using is the CURRENT B-Line ridership number. †We are excluding the
local bus service numbers from this calculation as the local bus service is not being discontinued when the LRT is
installed. †The City does not currently have ridership projections for the LRT. †These are expected to be delivered this
summer. †The page will be updated to include those numbers sometime after†they are made available.

Ridership on other LRTs

IBI looked at other LRT systems built in several US cities to attempt to demonstrate jurisdictions where ridership
exceeded expectations.

This table however excluded a much larger list of projects that missed their ridership forecasts by a signi!cant margin.
†This information was communicated to the City by Christopher Higgins a researcher at the McMaster Institute for
Transportation & Logistics. †In his report to the City he cautioned:

“…several previous studies have noted that the decision to build many light rail systems in the United
States was based on overestimated levels of ridership that were subsequently not achieved after
opening.” 
Christopher Higgins 
McMaster Institute for Transportation & Logistics 
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Nice to see acknowledgement of 
l imitations of current approach, but 
again, why even bother when official 
numbers coming?



The Federal Transit Administration did a follow up to this report in 2007 looking at systems constructed in the 90s to the
early 00s. †It found that projects had improved both their ridership forecasting as well as their budgeting but stated:

“… analyses by FTA have documented the fact that the majority of rail transit projects have signi!cantly
underestimated their construction costs and overestimated the actual ridership….” 
Contractor Performance Assessment Report 
United States Federal Transit Administration 
September 2007
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The North American Light Rail Experience: Insights for Hamilton

He goes on to say that Canadian models however have shown higher cost effectiveness. †This page is about the ridership
issue and details on costs will be covered on other pages.

Ridership – Forecast vs Actual in the United States

The United States Federal Transportation commissioned two studies. †One was released October of 1989 and looked at
both heavy and light rail projects in Washington, Atlanta, Baltimore, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Portland, Sacramento, Miami and
Detroit. †The projects were built during the late seventies to the late eighties. †Dollars have been adjusted (by the FTA) to
1988 dollars for comparison.

Urban Rail Transit Projects: Forecast Versus Actual Ridership and Costs 
Prepared by: Transportation System Center – US Department of Transportation – Dr Don Pickrell 
October 1989

The heavy rail project in Atlanta exceeded its forecasted ridership numbers by 8% with the next closest system being
Washington which was off by 12%. †The remaining systems however†missed their forecasts by between 49 and 74%.
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Indeed - quote is primarily about those 
ancient projects you cited above. TOD 
planning and better forecasting have 
helped overcome.



A chart showing forecast ridership vs actual achieved ridership on rapid transit projects that received
federal funding in the US.

The above chart shows the only three projects met or exceeded their FEIS ridership forecasts. †If we pay special attention
to the St Louis St Clair extention we see that the ridership forecast was actually doubled between the initial DEIS phase
and the FEIS phase. †If we we use the FEIS numbers vs the DEIS numbers only two lines met or exceeded their ridership
projections.

Nine of the nineteen studied transit lines were signi!cantly off in their estimations by between 40 – 94%.

Loss of Ridership in Portland

Portland Oregon is often cited as an example for transit systems in North America but a closer look at the actual
ridership in Oregon points to some disturbing trends in ridership. †Trimet (Portland’s Transit Agency) that operates both
Bus and the MAX (Light Rail) service†have provided ridership information showing that while Portland increased the size
of their rail network between 2000 and 2015 the actual ridership numbers have been slipping.

TriMet Average Weekday Boarding Rides 2005 – 2015 – Note Top line is Bus, Second Line is LRT, Third line is
Commuter Rail.

The drop in numbers is surprising as TriMet actually added three new LRT lines to this system between 2004 – 2015.
†This includes a total of 25 new stations covering a distance of 25.1 kilometres at a cost of over $2.4 billion†USD. †This
seems to work counter to the argument that: “If you build it they will come”.
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The Growth in Ride Sharing

The Portland Bureau of Transportation†recently released a study showing the growth rate of Uber and Lyft. †The report
showed the ride sharing services growth rate of 125% between May and August 2015. †This increase however only
resulted in a 16% drop in traditional taxi passenger trips. †The remaining passengers were switching from other modes of
transportation and actually grew the overall personal shared transportation market.
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Overly dramatic. To suggest ridership 
should never ebb and flow is an 
impossible baseline. 

Please label your table rows/columns. 
Right now these are just meaningless 
numbers.

Who makes that argument these days? 
Ridership determined by complex web 
of factors - economy, demographics, 
gas prices, service quality, etc.



As TNC passengers increased traditional taxi rides saw a decrease, but the overall
market has grown. This ocurred at the same time as transit ridership continues to

drift downwards in Portland.

You can read the entire report by clicking here or on the link to the right, or you can read a summary of the report by a
blogger here.

Proposed LRT Ridership

At the moment the only proposed numbers the City has are those contained in Rapid Ready suggesting an opening day
ridership !gure of between 1000 and 2000 peak direction peak riders. †The 2000 number however stands in stark
contrast from the forecasts that appeared in the†IBI report.

Achieving a number of 1000 would represent about a 225% increase in ridership from our present B-Line riders.

Achieving a number of 2000 would represent†an increase of a little over 450%. †There is a curious and unattributed
ridership estimate for 2031 putting potential ridership at 4500. †This would represent an increase of†over 1000%. †These
numbers seem overly optimistic.

Rapid Ready 2013 Report 
City of Hamilton

In 2009†the City contracted the !rm of IBI to perform an Economic Potential Study†on a possible LRT on the B-Line. †IBI
referenced the City’s earlier Rapid Transit Feasibility Study by estimating ridership COULD rise to 1,800 passengers peak
direction peak hour by 2031. (Page E-8) †This is far from the 8,000 suggested by our transit staff of when a dedicated
right of way might be needed and is still off by 200 peak passengers from Rapid Ready’s 2000 launch day passenger
estimate.

During a recent meeting between myself, a member of my staff and the LRT project team at the LRT of!ces I again asked
the question about ridership. †With the route now being shorter than the route proposed in Rapid Ready a new consultant
has been hired to update the ridership projections. †While they did not tell us†what the new numbers would be, they did
say they would be lower than those proposed in Rapid Ready.
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What is TNC. Not defined. Are you 
suggesting a l ink between ride sharing 
and transit r idership? If so, this needs 
to be made more explicit, r ight now 
this is just an orphan section with no 
l ink to the main text.
Did we not just visit this issue above? 
Why is it returning down here? The 
same constraints apply - you admit the 
real numbers are coming.

All caps emphasis should be removed 
for something less dramatic. First-
person.
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A recent email from our LRT Project Manager informs my of!ce that we should see these numbers in a report this
summer. †We’ll post that here once we have those and update accordingly.



Hamilton LRT – Proposed Speed

Will an LRT Be Faster?

The Metrolinx† Hamilton King-Main Rapid Transit Bene!ts Case states in its
executive summary that the primary bene!ts Hamilton users will see from a
proposed LRT would be from travel time savings over the current options
available.

“… the majority of bene!ts are deriived from the travel time
savings thus highlighting the importance of the operating
speed of the rapid transit system to the success of the
project.”

Metrolinx King-Main Rapid Transit Bene!ts Case 
February 2010

The statement that the LRT will provide a faster and more comfortable ride
has been touted since the projects inception. † Estimated travel times have
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even been included in various reports including the Metrolinx King-Main
Bene!ts Case. †Table 4 of the report shows the LRT Average Speeds and Travel
times.

An excerpt from the 2010 Metrolinx King-Main Bene!ts Case study.

But located on that very same page is an interesting footnote.

The footnote contradicts the speeds indicated on the above table.

If the actual vehicle speed is estimated to be 25kph then why is it shown as
being higher on the very same page? †This†contradiction was in fact the very
!rst thing that our of!ce discovered when beginning this project. †It is the fact
that led us to question much of the other information that had been provided,
and was in fact the genesis of the rest of the research that came after it.

Our of!ce confused by this contradiction reached out to our†Director of Transit
Dave Dixon who told us in a phone call that the actual operating speed of the
LRT was not known but that it was thought to be around 25kph . † When
pressed on what the travel time would be from end to end he stated that it
should be about the same as the present B-Line bus service which is about 25
minutes.

I  would suggest re-reading the 
footnote. Says a small section in 
downtown core wil l  be 25, which only 
marginally affects overall  average 
speed. Seems like non-issue.

space before .
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This was backed up in an email received from the LRT of!ce on June 30th.

We are awaiting updated projections that will tell us how quickly the trip from
McMaster University to the Queenston Traf!c Circle will take place on the
proposed LRT vs our existing B-Line. †It is expected however that they will not
be dissimilar from the†speed of our current B-Line bus system.

If the primary bene!ts Metrolinx believes Hamilton will receive from an LRT
system is a reduction in travel times, why are we considering a system that
has no travel time advantage over what we presently have?No mention of travel time 

improvements for other main-king 
routes if/when riders switch to LRT... 
Singular focus on one bus l ine 
minimizes potential positive impacts.



Hamilton LRT Vs Ottawa’s LRT

They City of Ottawa is in the process of converting their existing BRT system
to an LRT. †Some have tried to link†Ottawa’s decision to convert a BRT system
into an†LRT as proof of an LRT’s superiority vs a BRT system. †Ottawa†made the
decision to grow their ridership !rst before investing†in LRT and opted for a
BRT system !rst. †The decision helped Ottawa grow its transit ridership and
deferred the capital expense of construction until the system had reached a
point of needing additional capacity.

A closer look at the conditions on the ground in Ottawa show many of the
conditions that the McMaster Institute of Transportation & Logistics points to
as contributing to a successful LRT system including: a high rate of
congestion,†substantial ridership, and limited parking along the route. †It also
connects many key destinations including: Parliament, The University of
Ottawa, and makes signi!cant connections to the suburbs.

Sources

Ottawa Congestion

The Ottawa Citizen wrote a story covering a TomTom study on traf!c READ
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congestion. †The study ranked†the most congested cities in North America. †In
2014 Ottawa ranked 10th in North America just behind San Jose and Toronto.
†It†measured the congestion level at 26% meaning the average commuter will
spend an additional 31 minutes a day commuting due to congestion. †That
adds up to 119 hours a year or nearly 5 full days or nearly 14 working days. †
†The highways and local roads had separate congestion levels with the
highways at only 19% but the local roads at 28%. †The stats have since been
updated for 2015.

Although LRT systems have not been shown to reduce congestion Ottawa is
currently running up to 180 busses per hour through their downtown. †The
removal of theses busses and the addition of their underground LRT will likely
have an effect on the above ground congestion going forward.

Hamilton Congestion

As a comparison, Hamilton ranked 11 out of 12 cities to be the second least
congested city in the country. †The TomTom study looked at the overall road
network including the highways but did not break out the differences between
the upper and lower city. †Hamilton’s Main/King corridor for example typically
experiences very few traf!c related delays even during peak hours.

Ottawa LRT Proposed Ridership vs Hamilton LRT

Proposed Ridership

Ottawa is presently carrying over 10,000 passengers peak hour peak direction.
†At this point their system is at capacity and needs to be upgraded. †Their
projections are also assuming a further 9% increase in ridership once the new
LRT is in place as a result of the new capacity.

Hamilton on the other hand is currently running around 1100 passengers peak
hour peak direction through the Main/King/Queenston corridor. †That number
drops to only 444 if you factor in only those travelling on the express B-Line
service which runs similar stop distances as the proposed LRT.

†

A scan of a chart provided by David Dixon the City’s Director of Transit shows
the current ridership on the B-Line
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Hmm. I wonder what design features 
enable that, and subsequently disable 
other types of activites along what is 
supposed to be the heart of the city? I 
notice that our 2015 Complete Streets 
report is not cited anywhere in this 
document. Significant omission.
Why are you not considering other 
cities l ike Waterloo that are closer to 
the same size as Hamilton? Why just 
ottawa?
On the other hand, considering the 
relatively short l ifespan of BRT 
segments the LRT wil l  be replacing, I  
bet they wish they had the option to do 
LRT first l ike we do rather than rip up 
what is now a very busy corridor.
Same issues with this analysis as in the 
previous ridership section



Ottawa’s 2014 BRT Ridership along the Transitway Dedicated Right of Way
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Park and Ride

Ottawa has built signi!cant Park and Ride lots both near their LRT as well as
near their feeder lines to get people from their cars to transit.
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An Ottawa transit map showing the locations of their Park and Ride lots and
their transit lots.

Ottawa has invested signi!cantly in their park and ride infrastructure, adding
to the available parking spaces each year between 2010 and 2014.

The availability of parking along transit corridors allow for people to leave
their cars behind and take transit.

What is a 'transit lot'?
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A station by station breakdown of park and ride spaces.



Concerns With Hamilton’s LRT Project

As has been pointed out, I have previously been very supportive of the LRT
project for Hamilton. †I voted†to receive each report even though I asked many
tough questions along the way. †I continue to support an LRT done properly,
but at current there are too many unanswered questions inconsistencies and
obvious de!ciencies in this plan.

King vs Main

Main St is substantially wider than King St through the downtown and
speci!cally at International Village. † Main St was never properly looked at to
see if the implementation of an LRT would have less of a negative impact
during construction, as well as a less disruptive impact on traf!c afterwards.

There are substantially more heritage properties on King than Main that may
also present problems with either the LRT construction or with future
redevelopment along the line.

In terms of any potential economic uplift, staff tell us King vs Main would
result in a nearly identical uplift. †There is no signi!cant uplift reason to
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choose one alignment over the other.

A King St alignment is also more expensive than a Main St alignment as the
route is nearly 500 meters longer. †It also requires the construction of a
separate overpass bridge at the 403. †Main St being wider would not require a
new bridge to be built and would also be a shorter more direct route for
passengers. †The cost to build the bridge is estimated at between $30-35
million with an additional $25-30 million for the extra 500 meter length. †Why
are we spending $55 – 65 million extra on this alignment when we could
spend that money instead on providing a longer route that could service more
people either in the east or the west end?

Suburban Connections and Park and Ride Lots

Most if not all of the LRT systems that proponents point to as successful
implementations connect their suburbs to their downtown and destinations
beyond. †The Edmonton LRT as an example experienced very low ridership
until they provided connections to the suburbs and built the substantial park
and ride system they have today. †There are no such plans to do the same for
Hamilton.

Metrolinx even questioned the City about why there were no Park and Rides
planned for the system during the submission phase. †Clearly they understand
the need to provide people a place to leave their cars so they can board pubic
transit.

Hamilton already has a†commuter transit station in our downtown without
parking facilities. †The Hunter St GO station†is so inconvenient for most people
that they travel all the way to Aldershot to board the train where they can
park.

Including offset from having to extend 
A-Line further down to Main?

Who is we? The Government of 
Ontario?

Again, how do you define suburbs? 
Earl ier it was noted that ridership 
matters, and the best way for high 
ridership is to provide service to a 
high-density urban corridor. This 
seems incompatible with a low-density 
parking lot full  of cars.

What about the new one downtown 
with parking facil it ies?



The Ten Year Transit Plan is Unfunded

The purpose of the ten year transit plan was to provide a roadmap to get
Hamilton Rapid Ready. †Its goal was to !x the de!ciencies in our local transit
system so that more people can use transit to get where they need to go. †
Although the plan was of!cially adopted by Council in 2015 the need for the
100 new busses and a storage facility were already present in Rapid Ready in
2013. †It was clear then that we need to address the shortfalls in our current
system to provide us with the ridership we need to sustain higher order
transit.

The present plan has us skipping this step and going straight to an LRT.

20,000 Cars a Day

King St currently sees over 20,000 car trips a day. †Where are those cars going

Why then are council lors such as 
yourself, who purport to be concerned 
about this issue, choosing not to act? 
Ontario is funding the biggest part, and 
unlike other muni's, is funding 100%.



to drive? †Even our most†optimistic ridership projections don’t assume those
trips will simply stop. †We need to develop a plan to deal with the car traf!c
that is presently on King St. †That may be as simple as converting Cannon st to
one way to allow for the ef!cient "ow of traf!c westbound or it could be more
complicated.

A move like this however could also see many of those cars moved onto the
local neighbourhood streets causing safety concerns for residents. †Travel
times will be heavily impacted by the loss of these westbound lanes and will
likely create congestion. In the coming months our traf!c studies will†provide
us with more information and we’ll have to carefully weigh all of our options.

Hamilton Health Sciences is Leaving McMaster

Hamilton’s largest employers used to be its steel companies. †Now, in the 21st
century we’re developing a knowledge based economy based strongly
on†health care in Hamilton. †Our largest employer, Hamilton Health Sciences
just announced plans to close its McMaster campus and consolidate care at its
other locations. †None of those locations are covered by the LRT line. †Does
the potential loss of so many jobs along this corridor mean we need to revise
our ridership projections again? †What is the plan for the McMaster land once
HHS moves out? †Will the University expand into that space, or will another
health care provider set up shop?

These are important questions that need to be answered.

Metrolinx Can’t Even Get their LRVs

It’s not a secret that Bombardier has experienced huge dif!culties in
delivering the light rail vehicles ordered by Metrolinx and the City of Toronto.
†Waterloo has even had to delay the opening of their LRT due to the shortage
of vehicles. †If Hamilton is going to proceed with an LRT is Bombardier the
right vehicle? †Can they even supply them? †Will we end up with a rail system
without any vehicles to run on them? †What guarantees do we have that if we
proceed we’ll get our train cars when we need them?

What Does the Future Look Like?

The proposed LRT would not begin construction until 2018 and wouldn’t open
until 2024 or 2025. †What will transportation look like in ten years? †With
electric autonomous busses being tested this summer in the United States and
Scandanavia and GM hiring 1000 new engineers to work here in Ontario on
autonomous vehicles the growth rate in this industry is about to become
exponential.

You seem to be discounting the high-
capacity mode you are adding to the 
corridor...  Lamenting apparently low 
ridership in one breath and then 
worrying about car traffic trips in the 
other. 
 
Lots of conjecture here.

Jobs in Stelco tower not count?
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With the rise in popularity of ride sharing services and the impending arrival
of autonomous vehicles how long will it be before people don’t even need to
own their own car? †How long until people can simply order a pickup from
their home to drop them at work, school, or downtown where they want to
shop? †What effect will that have on our transportation†and public transit
planning?

These and many more questions need to be carefully considered before we
move forward with any investment in our transit network. †Once the LRT rails
are installed, the line cannot be adaptive to the ever changing environment.
†The cost to redirect it elsewhere would be signi!cant. †We need to make sure
that whatever system we†install will be able to provide the service passengers
will want not just today, but thirty years from now.

That certainly has not been 
accomplished here.

Removing drivers or sharing rides or 
propell ing cars with electricity does not 
overcome capacity issues on roads.



Further Reading

If you would like to read all of the original material we used to compile this
microsite we’re including all of the links below. †Not all reports are available
free and some must be purchased from the publisher, or requested directly
from the author.

City of Hamilton and Metrolinx Reports

City of Hamilton – Rapid Ready (2013)

City of Hamilton – A-Line Economic Potential Impact Report (Steer Davies
Gleave) (2012)

Metrolinx – Hamilton King-Main Bene!ts Case (2010)

City of Hamilton – IBI Report (2009)

City of Hamilton – Reports Submitted to Metrolinx

Metrolinx – The Big Move
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This references l ist seems very l ight 
when considering the strong claims 
about being comprehensive in the 
introduction.



Metrolinx – Costs of Road Congestion in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton
Area: Impact and Cost Bene!t Analysis of the Metrolinx Draft Regional
Transportation Plan (December 2008)

McMaster Institute for Transportation & Logistics
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